TERINOV - SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PARK, TERCEIRA ISLAND

CO-WORK PROGRAM
MEET OUR
OPEN SPACE
A place where people
and innovative ideas
come together

OUR CO-WORK PROGRAM
The Co-work program targets start-ups
and
independent
professionals.
At
TERINOV, we request the physical
establishment of all projects interested in
this program. We believe that our
infrastructures provide tenant projects
with additional assets and opportunities,
hence setting up an open space
dedicated
to
start-ups
and
liberal
professionals.
A coworking space is characterized by its dynamic and collaborative
atmosphere. Co-Work, as the name implies, is the concept of working
together. This concept is based on an evolving working model that
provides tenants with significant benefits, from flexible working hours to
modified workplaces business operations.
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Coworking spaces have been proliferating worldwide in urban and rural
areas while facilitating entrepreneurship and digital business models.
Sharing a workspace with other professionals enables you to leverage
your creativity and social power, increase productivity, and develop
symbiotic relationships with other entrepreneurs or their projects.

Professionals with skills and a considerable degree of
expertise, many of whom provide specialized services and
have their client databases, but who, without intending to be
entrepreneurs, can actively contribute to the creation of
economic initiatives in which they may or may not be
promoters.

ENTREPRENEURS

Entrepreneurs in the ideation phase. These are proactive
professionals with a business idea, a product, or a service
and who want to check the feasibility of a possible
investment. This type of human resources are usually active
recipients of information and are generally one of the main
types of beneficiaries of this type of infrastructure.

RESEARCHERS

LIBERAL
PROFESSIONALS

With a different installation logic than conventional incubation, our coWork program was designed to involve other types of human resources
that are not necessarily entrepreneurial but are technically valid to
contribute broadly to the ecosystem, thus developing some of these
activities:

They are users directly or indirectly linked to the academy
who develop projects of potential commercial interest. They
are usually users without knowledge in business
management, information and communication technologies,
or cultural and creative industries and want to access
qualified infrastructures for carrying out tests or building
prototypes, looking mainly for new knowledge and
specialized support.
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